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ABSTRACT
Observational data, especially astrophysical data, is often limited by gaps in data that arises
due to lack of observations for a variety of reasons. Such inadvertent gaps are usually smoothed
over using interpolation techniques. However the smoothing techniques can introduce artificial
effects, especially when non-linear analysis is undertaken. We investigate how gaps can affect
the computed values of correlation dimension of the system, without using any interpolation.
For this we introduce gaps artificially in synthetic data derived from standard chaotic systems,
like the Ro¨ssler and Lorenz, with frequency of occurrence and size of missing data drawn from
two Gaussian distributions. Then we study the changes in correlation dimension with change
in the distributions of position and size of gaps. We find that for a considerable range of mean
gap frequency and size, the value of correlation dimension is not significantly affected, indicating
that in such specific cases, the calculated values can still be reliable and acceptable. Thus our
study introduces a method of checking the reliability of computed correlation dimension values
by calculating the distribution of gaps with respect to its size and position. This is illustrated
for the data from light curves of three variable stars, R Scuti, U Monocerotis and SU Tauri.
We also demonstrate how a cubic spline interpolation can cause a time series of Gaussian noise
with missing data to be misinterpreted as being chaotic in origin. This is demonstrated for
the non chaotic light curve of variable star SS Cygni, which gives a saturated D2 value, when
interpolated using a cubic spline. In addition we also find that a careful choice of binning, in
addition to reducing noise, can help in shifting the gap distribution to the reliable range for D2
values.
Subject headings: data gaps; chaos; uneven sampling; methods: data analysis: correlation dimension;
stars: variables: other
1. Introduction
It is often of interest to establish and detect the
nonlinearity underlying complex phenomena ob-
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served in nature. But in many such cases, one has
to rely on observed data of one of the variables of
the system to understand its underlying dynamics.
For this, such data or time series are subjected to a
number of tests, yielding a set of quantifiers. Such
quantifiers or measures offer several indices to de-
tect non trivial structures and characterize them
effectively. One of the frequently used tests con-
ducted on any time series to detect chaos is corre-
lation dimension, D2. Once the calculation of D2
suggests the existence of chaos, other measures like
Lyapunov exponents can be calculated for further
confirmation. A popular algorithm used for cal-
culating correlation dimension is the Grassberger-
Procassia algorithm or GP algorithm(Grassberger
& Proccacia 1983). According to this algorithm,
the dynamics of a system is reconstructed, in an
embedding space of dimension M, with the time
series of a single variable using delay coordinates
scanned at a prescribed time delay, τ .
Data from observations have several issues; pri-
mary among them being noise and uneven sam-
pling and data gaps. Methods of analyzing chaos
in signals from nonlinear systems contaminated
with noise, has been a subject of extensive study
previously(Kostelich & Yorke 1988). While gaps
are a major issue in observational data, its effects
on chaos quantifiers have not been explored so far
in detail. Non-uniform sampling can occur in a
plethora of situations, such as in packet data traf-
fic, astronomical time series, radars and automo-
tive applications(Eng 2007). One of the primary
kinds of non-uniform sampling is due to gaps in
data, where the underlying data is uniformly sam-
pled but observations are frequently missed. Data
from such kind of non-uniform sampling still has
an inherent sampling frequency, of the underlying
data. Observations can be missed for a number
of reasons like human failure, instrument noise,
imperfect sensors, unfavorable observational con-
ditions etc. Various techniques, like interpola-
tion, have generally been used to dress-up the data
without considerable attention being given to the
extent of their effects on the computed quantifiers.
One of the areas where missing data is a ma-
jor concern is in astrophysical observations. In
optical astronomy, cloud cover, eclipses, unfavor-
able weather etc., are reasons for missing data. In
radio astronomy, radio emissions from man made
sources, ionospheric scintillation, lightning, emis-
sions from the sun etc. are primary reasons to
discard data samples. While a lot of these causes
are resolved with the advent of space telescopes,
gaps are found to occur even in data collected from
these telescopes(Garcia et al. 2014).
Data can also be totally unevenly sampled with
no underlying sampling frequency. The study on
variable stars from a dynamical systems view de-
pends extensively on non linear analysis of ob-
served data, requiring data over decades, almost
daily for reasonable analysis. For observational
data from variable stars, one has to rely mostly
on data from amateur astronomers. Such data
is highly prone to uneven sampling(Buchler et al.
1995; Ambika et al. 2003) which makes standard
methods of analysis impossible in such cases. Most
data analysis in this context is conducted by using
smoothing techniques to smooth over the unevenly
sampled data(Buchler et al. 1995). The dangers of
such smoothing techniques have been pointed out
previously, in the context of climate data (Grass-
berger 1986). Methods to do correlation analysis,
Fourier transforms etc have been reported for data
with uneven or irregular sampling previously (Re-
hfeld et al. 2011; Edelson & Krolik 1988; Scargle
1989). Binning through this data however can
artificially introduce a binning frequency into the
data. Thus the case of total uneven sampling can
be reduced to a case of data with gaps. Difficulties
related to computation of nonlinear measures and
their reliability for such data are so far not studied
in detail.
In the present paper we propose to conduct an
extensive and exhaustive analysis of the effect of
gaps on nonlinear data analysis. The importance
of correlation dimension as an indicator of chaos
is exemplified by the wide range of fields where it
has been used successfully. These include analyz-
ing EEG data of the human brain, stellar pulsa-
tions, gearbox condition monitoring, stock market
data etc.(Freeman & Skarda 1985; Buchler et al.
1995; Jiang et al. 1999; Oh & Kim 2002). While
a non integer saturating correlation dimension is
usually indicative of chaos in the system, it may
be noted that there are a certain class of deter-
ministic non linear systems which are strange and
non-chaotic, i.e. they exhibit fractal nature but do
not exhibit chaos(Heagy & Ditto 1991). Recently,
variable stars that exhibit strange non-chaotic be-
havior, was identified using data from the Kepler
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space telescope(Linder et al. 2015). The effects
of noise and insufficient data on D2 calculations
have been studied previously(Harikrishnan et al.
2006, 2009; Ruelle 1990; Lorenz 1991; Tsonis &
Elsner 1988). Here we propose to study the effect
of missing data on computed D2 values. For this
we consider data from standard nonlinear systems
like the Lorenz and Ro¨ssler systems, and artifi-
cially introduce gaps into them. Such artificially
generated data sets are then subject to studies of
correlation dimension as functions of the size and
the frequency of data removal. As test cases we
also subject two of the artificially generated time
series to surrogate analysis to lend confidence to
our results. We test the results of our analysis to
real world systems, by applying them to unevenly
sampled variable star data. For this we do a suit-
ably chosen binning to change the case of pure un-
even sampling to one of data with gaps. If the bin
size is carefully chosen, this may also help to shift
the gap distribution to give reliable estimates for
D2. From the results of our analysis we define an
acceptable range within which gaps in data would
not considerably affect the calculation of D2 from
observational data. This would prove useful to sci-
entists trying to detect and quantify chaos in sys-
tems based on such time series. We also illustrate
the drawbacks associated with interpolation done
on a typical time series with gaps. We introduce
gaps in a time series of random numbers drawn
from a Gaussian distribution, and show that in-
terpolation can cause the random data to seem to
have some underlying nonlinear dynamics. This
is also illustrated for the case of the non chaotic
light curve of variable star SS Cygni.
2. Correlation dimension analysis of syn-
thetic data with gaps
The starting point in our analysis is the adap-
tation of the standard GP algorithm, by (Harikr-
ishnan et al. 2006), for calculating the correlation
dimension in a non-subjective manner. The al-
gorithm first converts a data set into a uniform
deviate. The time delay τ is chosen as the time
at which the auto correlation falls to 1e . For each
embedding dimension, M, correlation dimension
D2(M) is computed. The resultant D2(M) curve
is fitted using the function (Harikrishnan et al.
2006)
f(M) =
(Dsat2 − 1
Md − 1
)
(M − 1) + 1 for M < Md
= Dsat2 for M ≥Md (1)
which returns the saturated correlation dimension
Dsat2 with an error estimate (In this paper ”corre-
lation dimension” will refer to this ”saturated cor-
relation dimension” unless explicitly stated other-
wise). Here Md is the embedding dimension, at
which the D2 vs M curve saturates. It represents
the minimum dimensions of phase space required
for reconstructing the dynamics of the system. We
use this algorithm to calculate the correlation di-
mension of two standard dynamical systems, the
Ro¨ssler and the Lorenz systems and then the vari-
ation in D2 in these systems when gaps are intro-
duced artificially.
We observe that, in real systems, gaps occur at
random throughout the data set, and the size of
gaps or missing data too is random. Since such
gaps arise from multiple independent sources, it
seems reasonable to assume that both the position
and size of the gaps follow Gaussian distributions
that can be characterized by their specific mean,
m and standard deviation ω. Starting with large
gapless data-sets(of around 106 points) from the
x variable of two standard systems, we use two
Gaussians for removing data, GS with mean ms
and deviation ωs, decides the size of data removed
and GP with mean mp and deviation ωp, is used to
locate the positions to remove data. The former
models the size of the gaps and the latter models
the width of regions in between where there are
no gaps. Thus GP is an inverse measure of fre-
quency of gaps since having a small value for mp
will mean more frequent gaps. The distribution
of gaps can be characterized uniquely using these
two Gaussian distributions given by
GS(s;ms, ωs) =
1
ωs
√
2pi
e−(s−ms)
2/2ω2s (2)
GP (p;mp, ωp) =
1
ωp
√
2pi
e−(p−mp)
2/2ω2p (3)
The data removal is done such that the resulting
data-sets all have ≈ 20000 points each. The sam-
pling time of the original gapless dataset is chosen
such that the reconstructed attractor should cover
all its typical parts using the 20000 points. Thus
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the sampling time of the Ro¨ssler is taken to be
0.1 and for the Lorenz is taken to be 0.01. Af-
ter removal of data, the time series is condensed,
ignoring the gaps. A section of time series data
thus obtained for the x variable of Ro¨ssler sys-
tem before and after removal of data is shown in
Fig.1. We first calculate the correlation dimen-
Fig. 1.— Time series of Ro¨ssler system with and
without gaps. The full curve(in red) represents
the time series without gaps, the points in green
show the time-series after introduction of gaps and
points in blue shows the resultant time-series after
merging the data, ignoring the gaps.
sion for the gapless datasets from the Ro¨ssler and
Lorenz systems, which we refer to as D02. Then the
data with gaps is analyzed for variation of correla-
tion dimension D2. The natural time scale in the
GP algorithm is the delay time, τ , that is used to
construct the pseudo-vectors. Hence ms and mp of
gap distributions are considered in units of τ . This
helps to minimize the dependence on sampling fre-
quency, as the gaps are considered in units of τ
which is invariant with sampling frequency. As
expected the autocorrelation falls faster when we
have data with gaps. The vectors are constructed
using this smaller value of τ . However, it is noticed
that the variation of τ in the ranges considered is
not very high.
We first look at the variation of correlation di-
mension with change in mean of gap size, ms,
when the mean of gap position(mp) is kept fixed.
For this, the standard deviations, ωs and ωp are
fixed at 0.1 ms and 0.1 mp respectively. We find
that the D2 value increases with increasing mean
size, ms, reaches a maximum at around ms = τ ,
and falls, at higher values of ms. A representative
case is shown for mp = 9τ in Fig. 2 for the Lorenz
and Ro¨ssler data. The variation of correlation di-
mension is then studied for change in mp, keeping
ms constant. In this case, the D2 value decreases
with increasing value of mp, reaching the value, D
0
2
for large mp. A representative case is shown for ms
= 2τ in Fig. 3 for both Lorenz and Ro¨ssler data.
It is noticed that the variation with frequency is
higher for the Ro¨ssler than the Lorenz. The varia-
tions in the computed values of D2, for the Lorenz
and Ro¨ssler data across different values of ms and
mp, is shown in Fig. 4. We study the variation
of D2 with standard deviations, ωs and ωp, with
the means, ms and mp, kept fixed. In this case,
there seems to be no significant change in D2 with
change in standard deviation of either. A typical
graph is shown in Fig.5 for Lorenz data, where the
ωs and ωp are taken as fractions of mean size, ms
and mean position, mp.
Another interesting point to consider would be
the value of the embedding dimension at which D2
saturates, Md. We find as the parameters of the
introduced gaps vary, Md typically varies between
3 and 6, for both Lorenz and Ro¨ssler data(where
3 should be the embedding dimension of both sys-
tems with evenly sampled data). However this
happens when Dsat2 too deviates highly from the
evenly sampled case. Thus even when the correla-
tion dimension saturates, the higher value of Md
obtained from a data series with gaps can lead to
another erroneous conclusion that the system is of
higher dimensions than it actually is.
We also subject two of the artificially gener-
ated time series to surrogate analysis. The sur-
rogates are generated using the method of It-
erative Amplitude Adjusted Fourier Transform
(IAAFT) (Schreiber & Schmitz 1996) imple-
mented in TISEAN package(Hegger et al. 1999).
This method is applicable only for cases with even
sampling. Hence we generate five surrogate data-
sets for the evenly sampled data, before removing
data. Gaps are then introduced into the data as
described before. Similarly, gaps are introduced
into the surrogates with the same series of random
numbers as used for data removal in the original
dataset. These sets of data and surrogates with
gaps are then subject to correlation dimension
analysis. We take the cases where the D2 vs M
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Fig. 2.— Correlation dimension from (a)Lorenz
and (b)Ro¨ssler data with changing mean gap size,
ms, for a fixed mp=9τ . The x axis is in units
of delay time, τ . There is considerable deviation
from the evenly sampled value ∼ 2 around 1τ . The
error-bars represent the standard deviation of 5
different realizations. The dotted line parallel to
the x-axis shows the value of D02.
curve saturates close to the evenly sampled value
and another where the D2 vs M curve saturates
with a value away from the evenly sampled value.
All D2 vs M curves for the surrogates in both cases
are very different from the curve for the original
data set as shown in Fig.6. This would mean that
even though gaps in data can result in the D2
values deviating away from the original value in
certain cases, it still behaves differently from noisy
data.
Finally we consider the effect of smoothing data
through interpolation. For this purpose, we start
Fig. 3.— Correlation dimension from (a)Lorenz
and (b)Ro¨ssler data with changing mean gap po-
sition, mp, for a fixed gap size ms=2τ . The x
axis is in units of delay time, τ . The D2 value
of the Lorenz data is less affected by highly fre-
quent gaps, when compared to the Ro¨ssler data.
The error-bars represent the standard deviation of
5 different realizations. The dotted line parallel to
the x-axis shows the value of D02.
with a time series of random numbers drawn from
a Gaussian distribution and artificially introduce
gaps with mp of 300 data points, and varying ms
from 3 to 350 data points. Subsequently, all the
data sets are interpolated through, using a cubic
spline and subject to calculation of D2. For the
non interpolated case, none of the data sets satu-
rate. For the interpolated data sets, when the gap
size is larger than 250 data points, we see that the
D2 curves saturate, yielding a value for correla-
tion dimension, and hence suggesting an underly-
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Fig. 4.— Correlation dimension from (a)Lorenz
and (b)Ro¨ssler data with changing mean gap size,
ms, and mean gap position mp. The axes are in
units of delay time, τ , and the color code is based
on values of D2. The white region corresponds to
no saturation. The blue regions are closer to the
actual value of D2 ∼ 2. The deviation from this
value is visible in both graphs at ms ∼ 1τ across
different values of mp. The standard deviation, ωp
is fixed at 0.1mp and ωs at 0.1ms.
ing nonlinearity in the system(Fig.7).
Thus our analysis yields two regions where gaps
in data seems to affect correlation dimension. The
first among these is in the low mp region. This re-
gion is more prominent in the Ro¨ssler data, where
the D2 value comes within 1.3 times D
0
2, only when
the mean separation between gaps is about 4τ . In
the Lorenz data this effect is not that pronounced.
The second critical region occurs in the region of
mean gap size, centered around 1τ . Here we see,
Fig. 5.— Correlation dimension from Lorenz data
with changing standard deviation of position, ωp
and ωs.The x axis is in fraction of mean position,
mp and mean size ms respectively. mp=9τ and
ms=9τ for both figures. The variation for D2 with
varying standard deviations is not significant in
both cases.
in both data at around this region, the D2 value
increases to above 1.5 times D02. The D2 value
remains acceptable(<1.3*D02) in the remaining re-
gion of ms and mp. We also find that varying the
values of standard deviations, ωs and ωp do not
affect the value of D2 too much.
3. Application to variable star data
In this section, we present the application of
the analysis given in the previous section to cases
of real world observational data sets. In this con-
text we note that astrophysical datasets are highly
prone to gaps, as unlike controlled laboratory ob-
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Fig. 6.— Plot of D2 vs M for the case of Lorenz
data with gaps and its surrogates. (a) ms=10τ ,
mp=9τ and (b) ms=0.8τ . mp=9τ . In both cases
the surrogates deviate significantly from the actual
data, showing that the data behaves differently
from noise.
servations astrophysical observations are limited
by atmospheric conditions, noise contamination
etc. We consider the light curves of four irregular
variable stars, R Scuti (R Sct), U Monocerotis (U
Mon), SU Tauri (SU Tau) and SS Cygni (SS Cyg).
Of these R Sct and U Mon are RV Tauri stars of
RVa and RVb subcategories respectively and SU
Tau is an RCB class variable star(Ochsenbein et
al. 2000; Percy 2007). All three stars have previ-
ously been either identified or suspected to have
non linear dynamics(Malatesta 2010; Buchler et
al. 1995; Kolla´th 1990; Dick & Walker 1991). SS
Cygni however is a cataclysmic variable star, of
the dwarf nova class, established as not having
any non linear properties(Cannizzo & Goodings
Fig. 7.— Plot of D2 vs M for a time series of
random numbers with gaps, with(full curve) and
without interpolation(dotted curve). The time-
series does not saturate for the non interpolated
case, while it saturates for the interpolated case.
1988; Cannizzo & Mattei 1992).
We analyze the light curves of all the four
stars from 1950 to 2014 available on the American
Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO)
database. This data is highly unevenly sampled.
As mentioned in Section 1, purely unevenly sam-
pled data or irregular sampling offers a challenging
situation(Grootes & Stuiver 1997; Hu et al. 2007;
Herzschuh 2006). The distribution of time inter-
vals, ∆t, is what is considered in such cases. This
∆t distribution is often treated as a Gamma dis-
tribution(Rehfeld et al. 2011). The limiting case
of very small mp removes the underlying sampling
frequency. In the limit of small ms and mp the
generated data with gaps can be shown to ap-
proximate to a case of pure uneven sampling with
Gamma distribution for ∆t. As mentioned be-
fore, in Section 1, binning through pure unevenly
sampled data can introduce an artificial sampling
time, corresponding to the bin size. This converts
the case of pure uneven sampling to a case of data
with gaps. Hence we bin the light curves of the
variable stars under consideration suitably, before
analysis. For binning, we average through all the
values within the chosen bin size b. While do-
ing this sequentially, if the total number of points
within b is less than a small number n, we leave
it as a gap; otherwise replace it by the average of
all values within the bin. In our calculations we
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have taken n to be 3. In addition to convertion
of unevenly sampled data to one with gaps, we
also reduce the noise present in the data through
binning.
After binning the variable star data using ap-
propriate time intervals of two or five days, we first
find the mean gap size and mean gap position for
each and then decide whether the calculation of
D2 will yield an acceptable value, according to our
earlier analysis. This is checked by direct compu-
tation of the D2 values.
3.1. Variable star R Scuti
Fig. 8.— Light curve of variable star R Scuti
binned to 5 days.
The delay time of the AAVSO data-set for R
Scuti is found to be approximately 20 days. After
binning to 2 days, we find the distribution of gaps
in this data-set has mean of the gap size distribu-
tion, ms ∼ 8 days and mean position, mp ∼ 33
days. In terms of the delay time τ , mp, is 1.65τ
and ms is 0.4τ . While the size falls outside the
critical range for our analysis, the high frequency
casts questions on the calculation of value of cor-
relation dimension. The D2 vs M graph does not
saturate as feared, and no value for Dsat2 can be
determined. We again bin the data set to 5 days.
A section of this light curve is shown in Fig.8. The
value of mp now goes up to ≈ 10.6τ , whereas ms
goes up to ≈ 1.1τ . Despite the higher value of
mp, ms falls into the critical range identified, and
as expected, no saturated correlation dimension
could be obtained, using our prescription for satu-
ration mentioned in Section 1. Finally, we attempt
to bin the data set over 10 days, yielding an mp
value of ≈ 16.4τ and and an ms value of ≈ 1.4τ .
Again the ms value is close to the critical region
identified. The D2 now shows a tendency to sat-
urate to a value of 5.67±0.10. We would tend to
doubt this value because the mean gap size is close
to the critical region. We note that this value is
significantly higher than D2 values reported earlier
using interpolated data-sets from AAVSO(Buchler
et al. 1995; Kolla´th 1990). The plot of correlation
dimension D2 vs embedding dimension, M for the
three cases is shown in Fig.9.
3.2. Variable Star U Monocerotis
We do a similar analysis for data from variable
star U Mon, of the RVb subcategory of RV Tauri
variables(Ochsenbein et al. 2000). A section of
this light curve from AAVSO for 64 years from
1950 to 2014 is shown in Fig.10. The delay time,
τ , for this data set is found to be ≈15 days. For
bin size of 2 days, mp is found to be 11.4 days ≈
0.76τ . The mean size, ms of the data set is found
to be 15.87 days ≈ 1τ . Both mp and ms fall into
critical ranges for calculation of Dsat2 , and as ex-
pected, the D2 vs M graph does not saturate. We
next bin the data-set into 5 day bins. This yields
mp, ≈ 3.5τ and ms ≈ 2.9τ . Both mp and ms fall
outside the critical ranges for calculation of Dsat2 .
The D2 vs M graph saturates, yielding a saturated
correlation dimension of 3.44±0.08. To the best of
our knowledge no previous reported value exists
for comparison in this case. However based on our
analysis with standard data sets, we expect this
to be a reliable value. The plot of correlation di-
mension D2 vs embedding dimension, M is shown
in Fig.11.
3.3. Variable Star SU Tauri
A similar analysis is done using the data from
variable star SU Tau, of the R Coronae Borealis
type(Ochsenbein et al. 2000). The chaotic na-
ture of the brightness variation for this star was
suspected previously (Dick & Walker 1991). The
AAVSO data set for this star is from 1950 to 2014
and a section of this light curve is shown in Fig.12.
The delay time,τ , for this data set is found to be
224 days. On binning to 2 days, the value of mp
≈ 0.06τ and ms ≈ 0.06τ . Whereas the frequency
itself is quite high, the gap size is well outside the
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Fig. 9.— Correlation dimension D2 vs embed-
ding dimension, M, for variable star R Scuti. The
curves do not saturate for cases (a) and (b)binned
over 2 and 5 days respectively, whereas it satu-
rates for case (c)binned over 10 days. The dotted
curve shows the non saturating case corresponding
to white noise.
Fig. 10.— Light curve of variable star U Mono-
cerotis binned over 5 days.
critical ranges. We find the D2 vs M graph satu-
rates and yields a value of Dsat2 of 3.26±0.08. With
binning to 5 days, mp changes ≈ 0.28τ and ms ≈
0.15τ . We find ms is still well outside the critical
range and the D2 vs M graph saturates in this case
also, yielding a value of Dsat2 of 3.28±0.05, consis-
tent with the previous value. In this case also,
there is no reported value for comparison. The
plot of correlation dimension D2 vs embedding di-
mension, M is shown in Fig.13.
3.4. Variable Star SS Cygni
To check the effects of interpolation on a real
data, we consider the data of SS Cygni which is a
cataclysmic variable star, of the dwarf nova class.
The light curve of this star has been known not
to possess any chaotic dynamics, though it was
a subject of debate in the early 1990s (Hempel-
mann & Kurths 1990; Cannizzo & Mattei 1992).
We first start with the AAVSO data set for this
star from 1950 to 2014. The delay time,τ , for this
data set is found to be 10 days. Binning the data-
set to 2 days yields a value of mp ≈ 10τ and ms ≈
0.5τ . The D2 vs M graph does not saturate, even
though the values of mp and ms do not fall into
the identified critical range. A section of this light
curve with binning to 5 days is shown in Fig.14.
For this mp changes to ≈50τ and the ms to ≈1τ .
The D2 vs M graph still does not saturate as is ex-
pected from our earlier analysis. To demonstrate
the effects of smoothing techniques, we interpolate
using a cubic spline interpolation through both
9
Fig. 11.— Correlation dimension D2 vs embed-
ding dimension, M, for variable star U Monocero-
tis. Using equation 1, The curve does not saturate
for case (a) binned over 2 days, while it saturates
for case (b) binned over 5 days. The dotted curve
shows the non saturating case corresponding to
white noise.
data sets and compute the Dsat2 values using the
smoothed data-sets. While the D2 vs M curve does
not saturate for the 2 day binned dataset, the 5
day binned and smoothed data set, gives the D2
value of 4.139±0.05. We feel this illustrates the
case where chaos is artificially introduced into a
non-chaotic system due to interpolation. The D2
vs M graphs for all cases are shown in Fig.15.
4. Conclusion
We analyze the variation in the value of com-
puted correlation dimension D2, due to presence of
gaps in the observed or available data. For data
Fig. 12.— Light curve of variable star SU Tauri
binned over 5 days.
from two standard chaotic systems, the Ro¨ssler
and the Lorenz, gaps are introduced artificially
with Gaussian distributions for size and frequency
of occurrence of gaps. We find with increasing
value of mean position , mp, the value of the cor-
relation dimension falls to a constant value. This
is because at large values of mp, the bands of data
between the gaps can yield values of correlation
dimension which agree with each other. With in-
creasing size of gaps, ms the value of D2 first in-
creases reaches a maximum at around ms ∼ τ and
then falls to a constant value at higher values of
ms. This must be due to the fact that since the
algorithm creates vectors sampled at every τ , ab-
sence of a chunk of data of about the same size,
can lead to a huge miscalculation of the correlation
dimension.
From the above analysis we can define an ac-
ceptable region of gap parameters where corre-
lation dimension has a value comparable to the
original value. Moreover we find that the value of
embedding dimension for data with gaps is gen-
erally higher than the value from that without
gaps. Hence we caution against using the value
of embedding dimension while conducting further
analysis like calculation of Lyapunov exponents,
modeling equations for the system etc. The anal-
ysis using the surrogates for the Lorenz data indi-
cates that even in cases where the D2 values devi-
ate away from the actual value due to presence of
gaps, it still behaves differently from noisy data.
In any real world time series, data often comes
10
Fig. 13.— Correlation dimension D2 vs embed-
ding dimension, M, for variable star SU Tauri.
Both cases (a) and (b), binned over 2 and 5 days
respectively, saturate. The dotted curve shows the
non saturating case corresponding to white noise.
with total uneven or irregular sampling. With
suitable binning such data can be converted to
data with gaps of the type discussed here. Then
the distribution of the total number of gaps and
the size or extend of gaps can be determined. The
means of both the distribution should help us to
check whether they fall into the acceptable or un-
acceptable range of values for correlation dimen-
sion. Our main conclusions are validated for real
world time series using observational data of vari-
able stars, R Sct, U Mon and SU Tau. The chaotic
nature underlying the variations in the light curve
of variable star R Sct has been reported earlier.
In case the other two stars, U Mon. and SU Tau,
our results indicate that the saturation of D2 val-
ues, gives reliable conclusions regarding their frac-
Fig. 14.— Light curve of variable star SS Cygni
binned over 5 days
tal nature, since the gap distribution in both cases
are outside the critical region.
We notice in our analysis, that a suitable choice
of binning can improve the situation by causing
the mean values to fall outside the critical region.
In general, larger bins tend to average over small
gaps, causing ms and mp to go up. This is ex-
emplified in the case of U Mon, where one of the
bins fall into the critical range for ms and does not
yield a value for Dsat2 , whereas the other bin gives a
saturated value. However there is often a trade-off
between binning and retaining the fine structure
of the data. In the case of the light curves we have
considered, binning also tends to reduce the noise
by averaging over the data. However while binning
reduces the extend of uneven sampling, it also de-
creases the total number of available data points.
Further large sized bins would tend to distort the
fine structure of the data, which might be relevant
for understanding the underlying dynamics of the
system. From the analysis of the non chaotic light
curve of variable star SS Cygni, we find that sig-
natures of chaos can be introduced due to inter-
polation or smoothing of data, as previously sug-
gested(Grassberger 1986). Therefore in any real
world data, smoothing techniques like interpola-
tion should be applied with caution. Moreover in
many cases, depending on the profile of the gaps
in the data, such techniques may be unnecessary
for detecting underlying nonlinearity using corre-
lation dimension.
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Fig. 15.— Correlation dimension D2 vs embed-
ding dimension, M, for variable star SS Cygni
for the interpolated and non interpolated cases.
While both curves do not saturate for case (a) for
bins of 2 days, it saturates for the interpolated
case in case (b) for bins of 5 days
We acknowledge with thanks the variable
star observations from the AAVSO International
Database contributed by observers worldwide and
used in this research.
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